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Week Five

Om Ah Hum

Basic Concepts

1. Om Ah Hum are seed syllables that relate to universal movement, or cycles of flow. ‘Om’

relates to expansion, ‘Ah’ relates to containment, and ‘Hum’ relates to condensing or

releasing.

2. Correlated to the cycles of breath, Om is inhalation, Ah is holding or containing the

breath, and Hum is releasing or exhaling.

3. We can further correlate the inhale with the mind, the holding in the throat, the exhale in

or from the heart.

4. Hand gestures or mudras support the flow of energy.

5. Each syllable can also relate to color; Om the color white, Ah the color red, and Ah the

color blue.
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Practice

1. Every breath, gesture and complete practice intrinsically contains Om Ah Hum; we draw

from Source, manifest or embody Source, and return to Source. In this sense, every

breath, movement or practice is a devotion to Source.

2. Attune to the feeling tone of inhaling, holding and exhaling, as you balance and equalize

each part of the breath. (Perhaps count five inhale, five hold, five exhale)

3. Chanting out loud, attune to the feeling tone of Om Ah Hum, and notice where each

sound resonates in the body.

4. Attune to tone of the colors white, red and blue in the same way,(what does white feel

like?) and to the mind, throat and heart.

5. Attune to the feeling tone of each mudra.

6. Gradually over time, let the sound, color, breath mudra and energy center merge in your

awareness. No need to force.
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